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INTRODUCTION
THE BUILDING BLOCKS

T

his episode of the ReCosting Energy box set aims to capture the
building blocks that are needed to deeply decarbonise the energy
sector. All our recommendations are shaped by the overall objective
of optimising Carbon, Customers, Costs, Capacity and Capital
throughout the system all referenced against a fully costed system.
These recommendations focus on changes to policy and regulation with clear
actions required around accelerating decarbonisation, whole system costings,
digitalisation as a key enabler and an overriding outcome requiring a Citizens’
Dividend integral to all we do.
Developed before, but published after the Government’s White Paper, this
project supports all of its ambitions. We see some very strong themes that
chime with our project from moving faster on decarbonisation, the welcome
focus on whole system costings and design, digitalisation running through all the
recommendations and consumer interests of first and foremost importance.
We hope ReCosting Energy can provide some input into these future
strategies. Pushing for further, faster and deeper action on some issues, proposing
specific measures and methodologies on others, and introducing new concepts
and potential actions to deliver Government’s drive for a Net Zero Energy system.
Overview of All Recommendations
More from Less
From Consumption to Optimization

Objective
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Changes

Reveal Value

Reward Customers

Carbon Busting
From Fossil
to Net Zero

Fully Costed
From Silo to
Whole System

Unlock Investment

Deep Digitalisation
From Brawn
to Brain

Citizens’ Dividend
From the Few
to Many

Demand is
Equal to
Supply

Unlock
Consumer &
System Value

Stop Passing
the
Buck

Move to
Market
Solutions

Start the
Heavy
Lifting

From Supply
to Demand

From
Commodities
to Services

From
Spreading
Risk to
Owning Risk

From
Subsidies
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Market

From Mature
Technologies
to Immature
Technologies

EPISODE
TWO

EPISODE
THREE

We recognise that many of the recommendations have a
different level of complexity to implement and have given a
Red, Amber or Green rating to each of the recommendations,
outlining the challenges that each poses.
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Optimising the 5 Cs:
Carbon, Customers,
Costs, Capacity
& Capital
Drive out
Carbon
Unlock
the Capital
throughout
the system

Maximise
Utility of all
Capacity on
the system

Fully
Costed
System

Reward
Customers’
Actions &
Assets

Reduce
Whole
System
Costs

All regulatory and
policy actions should
be guided by optimising
the 5 Cs, measured
against the Full
System Costs

CARBON BUSTING
FROM FOSSIL TO LOW CARBON
Drive out
Carbon
Unlock &
Sweat the
Capital
throughout
the system

Maximise
Utility of all
Capacity on
the system

Fully
Costed
System

Reward
Customers’
Actions &
Assets

Reduce
Whole
System
Costs

AMBITION: Provide clear timeframes
for decarbonising the different
energy vectors, reform all perverse
regulations and market rules that
prioritise fossil fuels, while making
all players fully accountable and
auditable for their use of fossil fuels

Recommendations: From Fossil to Low Carbon
1	
Clear Destination: Mandate suppliers to deliver 80% decarbonised
electricity by 2030, with different but clear trajectories for other
energy vectors.
2	
Whole System Cost to Decarbonise Energy: Set an overall cost for
the decarbonisation of a fully optimised system.
3	
Review All Policy and Regulatory Fossil Bias: Government, Ofgem
and other regulated bodies must urgently review all their actions to
reduce any fossil fuel bias.
4	
Require Onerous Reporting of Fossil Choices: Place bureaucratic
burdens on all regulated actors who procure fossil fuels.
5	
Capacity Should Mean All Capacity: Return Capacity Market to its
origins to include all demand capacity such as domestic assets and
energy efficiency.
6	
Tighten Up the Renewable Energy Guarantee of Origin Regime:
Ensure that REGOS are linked and related to UK-based renewable
technologies.
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Clear Destination: Certainty and Ambition

W

hile policy and regulation will need to be flexible and adaptive
through this period of dynamic change, to counterbalance this
the greatest benefit that policy can deliver to the system today
is certainty of destination.
Setting a time frame is key to investors, regulation, existing and new entrants
across the energy sector – and beyond. As has been seen before, target dates
accelerate action and investment.
Now is the time to be very clear about the staging posts along the journey.

No other part of the economy
can achieve Net Zero before
energy has decarbonised
so energy must deliver long
before 2050 to allow others to
change business models and
invest to meet Net Zero

Recommendation 1: Mandate 80%
Decarbonisation Targets
Energy suppliers should be mandated to deliver 80% decarbonised power by
2030 and 80% of heat and domestic transport by the mid 2030s. This would
accelerate deployment of decarbonised assets, providing certainty to reduce
the cost of capital, and create a strong market pull from suppliers to demand
and procure decarbonised services. Regulation would also benefit from this level
of clarity shaping all regulatory regimes to deliver this key outcome.
Other countries have set clear decarbonisation targets.

EASY
The mandate is simple and its
impact significant. However,
the whole supply chain needs
to be effectively coordinated

Recommendation 2: Set Whole System
Costs for Optimised Decarbonisation
We should set a target for the total cost of energy decarbonisation to drive
greater utilisation of all assets on the system, increase efficiency and deliver
cost reductions throughout the system. The Energy Transition Commission has
calculated that a fully decarbonised system in a country with reasonable access
to renewable assets should be able to achieve this for $60 MWh for whole
system costs. While there are many assumptions included in these calculations,
policy should aim to establish a range to drive innovation and greater supply
chain pressures throughout the system.

www.energy-transitions.org/wp-content/
uploads/2020/09/Making-Mission-Possible-FullReport.pdf
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This will require some very significant cost efficiencies across the sector
driving smarter approaches, squeezing out some unnecessary functions of the
old system, tackling waste and unlocking the value sitting between the silos. The
methodology for the creation of this target cost must be clear and transparent,
with the progress effectively audited.

DIFFICULT
Complex to establish the
cost range but important to
deliver efficiencies

Carbon Busting: ReStack the Deck

A

ll players in the sector must be deterred from pivoting to fossil
fuel options and should be encouraged and incentivised to choose
low carbon options.
If we want to accelerate decarbonise, we need to make the
“green” option ALWAYS the default with fossil fuels the difficult, expensive and
bureaucratic option. There is a really important role for policy and regulation to
become Net Zero compliant and reduce the significant distortions in the market
that discriminate against low carbon energy and in some instances penalise it.
Far too many of the government or regulatory controlled mechanisms and
markets are still dominated by “easy” fossil fuel assets. This is not just bad for
our Net Zero ambitions but is also reducing investment in renewables, storage
and system design with fossil fuels crowding out their routes to market.
ESO and DNO markets drawing on fossil fuel actors for balancing and
flexibility and the Capacity Market is still handsomely rewarding fossil fuels.

Proportion of Fossil Fuel Generation
Table 1: Value, size and carbon intensity of electricity markets
Market

Value (2019)

Size (2019)

Carbon intensity

Balancing mechanism

£590m

Abs: 20,000 GWh
Net: 630 GWh

Fossil fuels >99% of turn up

Short term operating
reserve (excl spin gen)

£50m

2000 GWh

>99% fossil fuel contracts

Fast reserve

£90m

220 GWh

85% fossil fuel contracts

Firm Frequency Response

£40m

3250 GWh

20% fossil fuel contracts

£30m

2500 GWh

Large units only. Will be primarily
fossil fuel generation

£500m

55 GW (de-rated)

70% fossil fuel contracts

£1.5m

c. 850 MW (MWh unknown)

>80% fossil fuel contracts

£13,000m

219,000 GWh

~40% fossil fuel generation

Mandatory Frequency
Response
Capacity market (delivery

2021/22)

DNO tenders
Wholesale Market

Despite an increase in the
number of low-carbon
technologies, many
flexibility markets
remain dominated by
high carbon assets.
We will need a significant
increase in low-carbon
electricity from a variety of
sources in order to reduce
carbon emissions intensity
in the power sector in line
with Net Zero

Source: BEIS ‘Carbon in Flexibility Markets’ workshop, 14th October 2020, p. 10
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Recommendation 3: Change the Merit
Order for all Markets and Mechanisms
Leadership must start with BEIS and Ofgem and they need to review
their regulatory models, policies and schemes to ensure that they are Net
Zero compliant.
Demand actions at zero carbon should top their merit order, with flexibility
and low carbon generation second and
only as a last resort fossil fuel options.
The government has control of the
ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION
Capacity Market and other support
LICENCE: CONDITION 4
schemes, while regulation impacts
Needs to be changed to
significantly the decisions of the
prioritise demand, low carbon
monopoly players. Government and
and flexibility as currently it
Ofgem must urgently review all their
is not Net Zero compliant and
schemes and markets to ensure that
requires technology neutrality
they minimise any fossil fuel bias.

EASY TO IDENTIFY
An audit of all policies,
schemes and regulation,
with a rolling reform where
requirements or behaviours
are not Net Zero compliant

Recommendation 4: Accountable for
Carbon: Require Fossil Fuel Reporting
It is not possible to stop the need for fossil fuel-based assets immediately in
electricity. However this is not to say that fossil fuel choices should be “easy”
or “pain free”.
From 2022 all regulated actors should be required to provide public
justification of why they had to resort to fossil solutions, outline other options
they considered and why decarbonised solutions were not suitable. This process
should become progressively more onerous and should be published and
submitted to the House of Commons Environmental Audit Committee and
the BEIS Committee.

Recommendation 5: Return the Capacity
Market to its Original Design
The capacity market is far too dependent on fossil fuels which undermines the
renewable market and is certainly not Net Zero compliant.
While the Capacity market still exists, it
needs to revert to its very original concept
In the 2019 T-4 Capacity
reflecting the “name on the box” – Capacity.
Market auction, coal
It needs to rebalance its portfolio to be Net
was awarded a greater
Zero compliant and focus on inter-seasonal
allocation of capacity than
and inter-day storage, energy efficiency and
demand side response1
demand side action – increasing capacity in
its widest sense.
SHORT TERM COST IMPLICATION, LONG TERM GAIN
By broadening its reach and reducing distortions to the market,
the whole system – demand, storage and low carbon – will deliver
lower carbon and total system costs

EASY
Impose reporting requirements
on all regulated actors and
government schemes

Total funding allocation for
DSR, Storage and CCGT in
Capacity Market Auctions
between 2015-2019 (£m)
91

217

1695

DSR
Storage
CCGT
Figure 1 Source: https://www.emrdeliverybody.
com/CM/Auction-Results-1.aspx
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Recommendation 6: Tighten Up the
Renewable Energy Guarantee of Origin
Regime (REGO)
REGOs have been misused and abused and need to be reformed to ensure that
they are a robust mechanism and not a green washing exercise. They need to
be tightly associated with the actual decarbonised generation, providing an
additional investment signal for renewable technologies.
This can be achieved through the trading of REGOs alongside the renewable
generation which produced them. Exploitation of the current loophole in
regulation allows REGOs to be purchased from suppliers with an excess of these
certificates, and therefore energy suppliers who procure generation from fossil
fuels can claim to be ‘renewable’ by purchasing these excess certificates1.
Public support for renewable technologies remains high2 as does the demand
for “green energy tariffs”3 . It is very important that this is seen as a robust
system that is delivering what consumers are paying for.

EASY
Reforming the scheme is not
very onerous but does need
time and focus

Table 1: Avoided FiT and CfD Costs by Supplier

Source: https://www.goodenergy.co.uk/media/18730/renewable-certificates-in-europe-

research-note.pdf
Source:
https://www.goodenergy.co.uk/media/18730/renewablecertificates-in-europe-research-note.pdf
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Conclusion
Carbon busting must be a priority for government to become Net Zero
compliant. Our measures have few cost implications but aim to make
regulation, policy and our existing schemes ensure that fossil fuel choices are
difficult, burdensome and require public explanation and accountability.
These measures will unlock capital and reduce hurdle rates into the
investment of flexible and low carbon technologies. A win-win!

1 Source: https://www.goodenergy.co.uk/
blog/2017/08/15/green-tariffs-and-regos/
2 Support for renewables was at 82% in
the latest BEIS public attitude tracker.
Source: https://assets.publishing.service.gov.
uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/884028/BEIS_PAT_
W33_-_Key_findings_Final_.pdf
3 Which found that over half of the 355
electricity tariffs reviewed in 2019 had
renewable credentials. Source: https://www.
which.co.uk/news/2019/09/how-green-isyour-energy-tariff/
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Thank you to

